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Abstract
In many application scenarios, outliers can be associated with specific importance for various reasons. In such cases, labeling
outliers is important to connect them to the actual semantics of the respective entity. In this paper, we present a cost-based
greedy approach that places labels with outliers within scatterplots. The approach uses a search strategy to find the position
that represents the least cost to place labels. Our approach can also produce different labeling outcomes by adjusting the
weights of the criteria of the cost function. We demonstrate our approach with scatterplots produced from object-oriented
software metrics, where outliers often relate to bad smells in the software.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; Visualization application domains; Information visualization;

1. Introduction
Outliers are individual data points that discern themselves from the
rest of the data with respect to a relevant measure. They can be important in data analysis for various reasons, for instance, because
they indicate remarkable individuals (both good and bad) or problems with data recording and processing. Whereas visualization research has discussed clusters (i.e., groups of similar data points) in
detail already, we observe that the visual representation and marking of outliers have not yet received the same level of attention.
This work studies the particular problem of labeling outliers in
scatterplots. It is motivated by the analysis of code quality metrics
in software projects. We use scatterplots to find problematic data
points that show up as visual outliers. Labels are crucial in this
scenario because they connect the data points to the semantics of
the respective data entity. However, we did not find an existing approach that properly handles this scenario, which is different from
labeling applications in previous work: (i) data points that need to
be labeled are in low-density areas and (ii) non-outlier points exist
as potential obstacles that should not overlap with labels.

tion. We demonstrate the practical applicability of the approach
with object-oriented software metrics data, where outliers are related to bad smells. Bad smells are introduced because of inappropriate design or implementation decisions during software development [Fow18]. Moreover, we show how the weights of the criteria
of the cost function can be tuned to optimize for different labeling results. Figure 1 shows a labeling result for the outliers (depicted as ) regarding the two software metrics coupling between
objects (cbo) and response for class (rfc).
2. Related Work

We suggest an algorithm for this outlier labeling problem that
places the labels next to the point or, if the label needs to be placed
at some distance, it draws a leader between the label and the point.
Various criteria are considered such as the distance of the label to
the point or different kinds of overlap between labels, leaders, and
points. Each criterion is weighted (to adjust its influence on the labeling layout) and linearly aggregated into the overall cost func-

The automated placement of labels on maps and other visualizations has been studied for decades. Most variants of the labeling
problem are NP-hard [FW91, MELS95], but many heuristic approaches have been proposed [WS09, DKMT07]. Most of these
approaches place labels either adjacent to the points or around
the perimeter of the visualization, but for our application, methods
that combine adjacent and distant labels, are of more interest. The
particle-based labeling method by Luboschik et al. [LSC08] is a
fast heuristic that uses adjacent labels for as many points as possible
and distant labels for the remaining points. A drawback of this approach is that it may result in many crossings between leaders. The
clutter-aware labeling approach by Meng et al. [MZLL15] places
labels with minimal visual clutter, as specified by a cost function.
However, when an area is considered too cluttered, labels are simply left out. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing
methods aim specifically at labeling the outliers of a visualization.
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Several techniques—such as minimum spanning tree [JTS01,
LYCG08], k-means clustering [PDN11,IH93], and k-nearest neigh-
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Table 1: Terms of the cost function Ci (x0 , y0 ).
Term

Figure 1: Labeling outliers in a scatterplot of coupling between
objects (cbo) and response for class (rfc). Non-outlier classes are
not labeled.

bors [HKF04, ABP06, AP02, Agg15]—are employed to detect outliers. We adopt the k-nearest neighbors approach to detect outliers
in scatterplots. The k-nearest neighbors technique discern outliers
by ranking the data points in terms of distance from the k nearest
neighbors. Some techniques use visualizations for outlier analysis,
for instance, Bernard et al. [BDSF17] present a visual interactive
system for analyzing outliers. Their system also allows users to visually compare the results of different outlier analysis algorithms.
3. Algorithm
We propose a cost-based greedy approach that searches for the best
possible position to place labels with outliers. The approach places
one label after the other without changing the layout of already
placed labels.
Outliers are determined using the k-nearest neighbor method as
an estimation of local density. We use the Euclidean distance to
compute the distance between a point and its k nearest neighbors.
If this distance is larger than a threshold, the point is classified as
an outlier. We apply the Euclidean distance in image space so that
the impact of non-normalized data on distance computation can be
minimized.
Let N be the set of n points in the visualization, and let M ⊆
N be the subset of m points (outliers) that should be labeled. The
input consists of N and M, with coordinates (xi , yi ) for each point
pi ∈ N. Furthermore, each point pi ∈ M has an associated label li
with dimensions wi × hi . The output should consist of coordinates
(xi0 , y0i ) for each label that could be placed.
3.1. Cost Function
A cost function is used to compare placement options and the alternative with the lowest cost is chosen. We define the cost Ci (x0 , y0 )
as a linear superposition of four terms—Coverlap , Cbu f f er , Cdistance ,

Description

Coverlap

overlap of the label li with outliers M, non-outliers
N\M, and other labels.

Cbu f f er

overlap of the label buffer of li with outliers M and
overlap of the leader buffer with outliers M, nonoutliers N\M, and labels.

Cdistance

distance between point pi and its label li .

C position

position of the label within the chart space and with
its relative position with respect to the position of the
point in the scatterplot.

and C position (see Table 1)—for placing label li at position (x0 , y0 ).
Each term is the weighted linear aggregation of some criteria, for
instance, to achieve legibility of all labels, three types of overlap
are defined in Coverlap : First, the number of points in M (outliers)
that are covered by li ; second, the number of points in N\M (nonoutliers) covered by li ; the third takes into account the number of
previously placed labels covered by li to prevent label-label overlaps. The influence of each term of the cost function on the labeling
layout can be controlled by adjusting the weights of the underlying
criteria defining the term.
To avoid confusion about which label belongs to which point,
leaders should not cross or be very close to other points or labels.
To achieve this, we define a leader buffer as the area directly surrounding the leader, as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, a label that
is placed in close proximity to other points in M might make it unclear to which of them the label belongs. Therefore, we also introduce a label buffer (30% of the label height) around the bounding
box of label li . Cbu f f er uses label and leader buffers to include four
criteria: the first relates to the overlap of the buffer of label li with
the number of points in M; the second incorporates the overlap of
the leader buffer with the number of points in M; the third checks
the number of points in N\M contained in the leader buffer of li ;
and the fourth is concerned with the number of labels intersecting
the leader buffer of li .
The leader is constructed by connecting pi to the center of li and
cutting the line segment off at its intersection with the bounding
box of the label, as illustrated in Figure 2. Cdistance represents the
length of the leader.
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Figure 2: Point pi at position (xi , yi ) with its label li of size wi × hi
at position (xi0 , y0i ), with distance di between pi and li .
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Finally, it is desirable to place labels only within a pre-defined
chart area and in a position where they are less likely to later be in
the way of other labels. To include these criteria, we define C position
in our cost function. Since we are labeling outliers, we consider a
model where we prefer to place the labels toward the outside of
the visualization. This means that the preferred relative position of
the label with respect to the point depends on the relative position
of the point in the overall visualization. If the point is in the left
half of the visualization, we prefer to place the label to the left
of the point, and for points in the right half of the visualization,
we prefer to place the label to the right of the point. Similarly, we
consider the top and bottom relative positions. It is also undesirable
to place labels far outside the chart area, so the respective criterion
of C position restricts the labels to be in a pre-defined area of the
scatterplot.

large class bad smell, therefore, these classes are important and we
label them.
It may be required in an application scenario to change the number of data points that need labels. Our approach provides the control of changing the number of data points by adjusting the threshold value for outliers. In Figure 4, the number of labeled points is
increased (in relation to Figure 3) by reducing the threshold value.
In Figure 4, we label the maximum number of outliers before we
start to see the overlaps. At the moment, it has only one overlap
(i.e., a leader is overlapping non-outlier points).

3.2. Search Strategy
To find the best position of a label for each outlier, we need to
evaluate the cost function at the potential label positions. Since an
exhaustive search among all possible pixel positions would be computationally expensive, we only check a sample of promising locations. For this, we consider a circular range around the position
to label (points outside this area are unlikely to produce low costs
when taking into account the leader length). More specifically, we
use a grid-based search strategy based on a radial grid with its center at the outlier position. Incrementing the radius by 30% in each
iteration, we vary the angle in 100 steps per radius. We stop after 20
iterations and label the point with the label that produced the lowest cost among the searched positions. While this option produced
good results in acceptable time in our experiments, other search
heuristics are applicable and might be more efficient. Finding the
best search heuristic, however, was out of scope for this paper.

4. Application Example

Figure 3: Labeling outliers for dimensions coupling between objects (cbo) and weighted method per class (wmc).

We use object-oriented software metrics to draw scatterplots and label classes of the redactor1 software project. Each data point in the
dataset represents a software class and the label is the name of the
class. Mumtaz et al. [MBW18] investigated the connection between
outliers and bad smells. They observed that software classes that are
depicted as outliers in visualizations are potentially associated with
a higher probability of carrying bad smells. We take this connection
of outliers and bad smells as a motivation to label software classes
that are depicted as outliers in scatterplots. Figure 1 and Figure 3
show outliers with labels in two different scatterplots. The scatterplots are built with coupling between objects (cbo) in two different
combinations: one with response for class (rfc) and the other with
weighted method per class (wmc). These software metrics are commonly used to detect bad smells in software projects [OKSB13].
For instance, high weighted method per class (wmc) value indicates the possibility of the existence of the large class bad smell. In
Figure 3, classes with relatively high wmc—depicted in less dense
regions (outlier regions)—have the high probability of carrying the

1

Figure 4: The number of labeled outliers are increased with respect
to Figure 3.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.322445
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5. Impact of Weights of Cost Function
We tested our approach with multiple software datasets to find the
weights of the criteria of the cost function that can be used as default. Although it is difficult to optimize the weights that can work
in every scenario, we tried to obtain default values that can generate relatively acceptable labeling results. We tried to prioritize the
terms of our cost function so that the weights of relatively important
criteria are set to high, for instance, avoiding overlap of labels is
more important than reducing leader length. We saw a few scenarios where the default weights could not produce desired outputs—
overlaps are observed. In such cases, the weights can be tailored.
We observe a few cases where overlaps hinder in inferring the
labeling output. For instance, in Figure 5, a leader is overlapping a
label RequestWrapper. To remove this, we increase the weight of
the label-leader overlap of Cbu f f er . As a result, the overlap of label
RequestWrapper and leader is removed (shown in Figure 6). However, as a result of this change, a new overlap of non-outliers and
label ArticleDetailsModel is introduced. We increase the weight of
the respective criterion (non-outliers covered by label) in Coverlap to
remove these non-outliers and label ArticleDetailsModel overlap.
The resulting output, depicted in Figure 7, shows that the label ArticleDetailsModel is moved to remove its overlap with non-outliers.
To show that our method can generalize to arbitrary scatterplots,
we produce a labeling result from the data2 about mental disorders
in the United States. It can be seen in Figure 8 that the median
income is negatively correlated with the mental disorder, however,
there are a few outliers that could explain some unusual behavior.
For instance, New Hampshire falls into high-income category, but
people from this state still experience high mental disorders.

Figure 5: Label-leader overlap: the leader of the label ArticleDetailsModel passes through RequestWrapper.

Figure 6: Label-leader overlap is removed by increasing the
weight of the respective criterion in Cbu f f er , but the label ArticleDetailsModel is now covering non-outliers.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a cost-based greedy approach that places
labels with outliers because we argue that outliers can be of interest
for various reasons. The weights of criteria in the cost function can
be adjusted to produce different labeling results in different application scenarios. We demonstrated our approach with scatterplots
produced from object-oriented software metrics. First, we showed
the results specific to a software engineering application, where we
labeled outlier classes that are potentially prone to bad smells. We
also illustrated the removal of overlaps by varying the weights in
our cost function. In our future work, we aim to assess the generalizability of labeling outliers in other point-based visualizations. We
also plan to prioritize the order in which labels can be placed.

Figure 7: Label and non-outliers overlap is removed.
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Figure 8: Negative correlation between mental disorders and median income in the United States mental disorders data, with a few
outliers (e.g., New Hampshire).
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